
Collection 01 Progress Report



This is Unfolded is a movement. 
We’re removing the waste from the
fashion industry and using the savings to
create products that are better for you,
better for the environment and create a 
positive impact in the world. 
This is our first report on the progress of 
our movement…



Collection 01

Claire

Charlotte

Emily

Oneisa khaki

Jo

Oneisa blue

Katherine

Isla

Susie

Anoushka white

Laura

Anoushka black Anoushka blue

Lyndsey



Collection 01 in numbers

1,65114
 customer ordersstyles

 pieces sent to customers
4,953



Good things come to those who wait
Fastest delivery time

7.8 weeks4 weeks

Longest delivery time
Everyone received an update email each week 
about where their order was in terms of production.



Most ordered pieces

of customers 
ordered this 
piece.

of customers 
ordered this 
piece.

of customers 
ordered this 
piece.

Claire Charlotte Isla

A flattering wrap dress that 
can be worn in many ways.

A light and easy peasant 
blouse with pretty detailing.

A long sleeved tee with chic 
navy stripes.

26% 26% 58%



Your feedback on collection 01
Here’s what people just like you thought about buying from This is Unfolded – from the process to the quality of the clothes 
made just for them.

We also had the first proposal whilst wearing a This is 
Unfolded product….

Disclaimer: 
Wearing This is Unfolded doesn’t guarantee proposals.

The Claire dress in particular is just so perfect, I’ve 
never found a wrap dress that doesn’t gape at the 
front but this feels secure and fits really well!
Thank you so much!

Ella

This is definitely the most fun I’ve had 
clothes shopping in a long long time. So 
glad to be on this journey with you guys!

Caroline Khadiza

The overall format was really motivating and well 
thought through. I would 100% do it again over prêt-à-
porter shopping. Communication throughout the 
manufacturing process was such a cherry on top!

Mariya

Oh my goodness!! I am blown away with how beautiful and 
comfortable these items are!! I cannot wait to wear them 
out and will be right on ordering more items!!!

My order is here and I couldn't be happier with my clothes! As 
someone who used to mainly buy from high street brands I am 
amazed by the quality of these clothes. 

So delighted with my edit! It's been such a fun 
way to shop.

Very impressed with Unfolded Collection 01. The 
cost is very reasonable, order process was smooth, 
delivery updates were reliable.

CA

SaskiaErin



Our community on Collection 01



Every order from This is Unfolded supported a child in education for 
4 months through our partner Pratham. Already Collection 01 has 

supported 550 children in education for the next 12 months. 

Impact

550



Impact

278
Through the Unfolded Worker Fund 278 garment workers received 

additional payments on top of their wages.  



Data correct as of 26th April 2021

Packing errors Product faults

Under 1% Under 0.2%

Errors & faults

No one is perfect 
but we’re better 
than most.



Our community on Collection 01Returns & swaps

Industry standard returns This is Unfolded returns This is Unfolded swaps

1.03%30% 3.21%

Data correct as of 26th April 2021



Our community on Collection 01You spoke. We improved
You thought our size range was too narrow.

You wanted the flexibility to choose di!erent sizes for di!erent items to give a better fit.

Three tiers of products didn’t give enough flexibility. You wanted less restrictions when choosing.

You wanted more categories: tall/petite/mens/kids.

Got feedback? |  Get in touch at support@thisisunfolded.com

We immediately set about exploring how we could extend our range of sizes and within 24 hours we had 
worked out a way to o!er sizes 8-24.

We adjusted our Edit build process so that you could choose a size per item and not for the overall Edit.

With our new Edit builder for Collection 02 you’ll see a new model with far more flexibility to mix and match 
whichever pieces you like.

We’re keen to expand. Although it’s not something we can do currently, we've started waitlists for these 
additional areas.



Collection 02 is coming at the start
of May. We expect it to sell out 

quickly, so pre-register for early 
access and join our movement to 

change the world through 
shopping.

Sign up at: thisisunfolded.com


